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Software RE 

 Legacy Systems: 
 Older software systems that remain vital to 

an organization 
 Software systems that are developed 

specially for an organization have a long 
lifetime. 

 Many software systems that are still in use 
were developed many years ago using 
technologies that are now obsolete. 

 Legacy systems are still essential for the 
normal functioning of the business. 

 Many changes have been incorporated in the 
system by many different people throughout 
the years 

 It is not unusual that no one has a complete 
understanding of the system. 
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Software RE 

 The need for Software RE: 
 Much of the software we depend on today is average 10 to 15 years old. 
 Even when these programs were created using the best design and coding 

techniques known at the time(and most were not), they were created when 
program size and storage space were principle concerns. 

 They were then migrated to new platforms. 
 Adjustments for changes in machine and operating system technology. 
 Enhancements to meet new users. 
 Reengineering takes time.  
 When system changes are confined to one subsystem, the subsystem needs to 

be reengineered 
 When hardware or software support becomes obsolete 
 When tools to support restructuring are readily available 
 It costs significant amounts of money, it absorbs resources. 
 So, it is accomplished in a few months or even a few years. 

“The result is poorly designed structures, poor coding, poor logic and poor 
documentation” 
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Software RE 

 Business Process Reengineering Principles: 
 Organize around outcomes, not tasks. 
 Have the people who use the output of a process, 

perform the process. 
 Incorporate information processing work into the 

work that produces the raw information. 
 Treat geographically dispersed resources as though 

they were centralized. 
 Link parallel activities instead of integrating their 

results. 
 Put the decision point where the work is performed 

and build control into the process. 
 Capture the data once, at its source. 
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Software RE 
 Business Process Reengineering Model: 

 Business redefinition 
 business goals identified in the context of key drivers 

 cost reduction 
 time reduction 
 quality improvement 
 empowerment 

 Process identification 
 processes critical to achieving business goals are identified 

and prioritized 
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Software RE 
 Business Process Reengineering Model: 

 Process evaluation 
 existing processes are analyzed and measured 
 process costs and time are noted 
 quality/performance problems are isolated 

 Process specification and design 
 use-cases are prepared for each process to be redesigned (these use-

case scenarios deliver some outcome to a customer) 
 new tasks are designed for each process  
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Software RE 
 Business Process Reengineering Model: 
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Software RE 
 Business Process Reengineering Model: 

 Prototyping 
 used to test processes before integrating them into the business  

 Refinement and instantiation 
 based on feedback from the prototype, business processes are refined 
 refined processes then instantiated within a business system 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Inventory Analysis  

 Build a table that contains all applications, sorting 
active software applications by business 
criticality, longevity, current maintainability, and 
other local criteria 

 Establish a list of criteria, e.g., 
 name of the application 
 year it was originally created, 
 number of substantive changes made to it  
 total effort applied to make these changes  
 date of last substantive change  
 effort applied to make the last change  
 system(s) in which it resides  
 applications to which it interfaces, ...  

 Analyze and prioritize to select candidates for 
reengineering 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Document Restructuring  

 Options range from doing nothing to 
regeneration of all documentation for 
critical system.  
 “Creating is far too time consuming”. In 

some cases correct approach. It is not 
possible to recreate documentation for 
hundreds of computer programs. 

 “Documentation must be updated, but 
have limited resources”. It may not be 
necessary to fully redocument an 
application. Rather then portions of the 
system that are currently undergoing 
change are fully documented. 

 The system is business ciritical and must 
be fully redocumented focusing on the 
"essential minimum"  

 live with weak documentation 
 update poor documents if they are used 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 The term “Reverse Engineering” has its origins in the hardware world. 
 A company disassembles a competitive hardware product, to understand 

its competitor’s design and manufacturing secrets. 
 For software quite similar. But not a competitor’s software. It is company’s 

own program. 
“ Analyzing a program in an effort to create a representation of the 

program at a higher level of abstraction than source code” 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 Reverse engineering conjures a “magic slot”. 
We feed undocumented source listing into the 
slot and out the other end comes full 
documentation for the computer program. 

 Reverse engineering can extract design 
information from source code, but some 
properties exist; 
 Abstraction Level Sophistication of design 

information that can be extracted from source 
code. Should be as high as possible. 

 Completeness: A mount of detail gathered at 
the abstraction level. Decreases as abstraction 
level increases. 

 Interactivity: Degree to which humans are 
integrated with automated reverse engineering 
tools 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 Reverse engineering can extract design 
information from source code, but some 
properties exist; 
 Directionality:  

 one-way means the software engineer doing the 
maintenance activity is given all information 
extracted from source code 

 two-way means the information is fed to a 
reengineering tool that attempts to regenerate 
the old program 

 Extract abstractions: meaningful specification 
of processing performed is derived from old 
source code 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 R.E. To Understand Processing 
 The overall functionality of the entire application must be understood: 

 system 
 program 
 component 
 pattern 
 statement 

 A block diagram, representing the interaction between functional abstractions 
is created. 

 Things become more complex when the code inside a component is 
considered. 

 In almost every component has a section of code prepares data for 
processing, a different section of code does processing and another section 
which prepares the result 

 For large system Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools are used 
to parse the semantics of existing code. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 R.E. To Understand Data 
 Internal data structures  

 Definition of classes 
 Identify local data structures that 

record information about global data 
structures 

 Identify relationships between these 
local data structures & the global data 
structures 

 Group variables that have logical 
connections  

 Database structure 
 Build initial object model 
 Determine candidate keys 
 Refine tentative classes – possibly 

combine to single class 
 Define generalizations 
 Discover associations 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering  

 R.E. User Interfaces 
 To fully understand an existing user 

interface, the structure and behavior of 
the interface must be specified.  
 What are the basic 

actions?(keystrokes, mouse 
clicks...) 

 What is the response of the system 
to these actions.  

 It is important to note that a 
replacement GUI may not mirror old 
interface. In fact, it may be radically 
different. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 Disassemblers 
 A disassembler decodes binary 

machine code into a readable 
assembly language text. 

 The disassembler process  
 Looks up the opcode in a 

translation table that contains the 
textual name of each instructions 
along with their formats.  

 Analyze which operands are used 
in a particular instruction. 

 The specific instruction encoding 
format and the resulting textual 
representation are entirely platform-
specific. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 Disassemblers- Example (IDA Pro) 
 IDA (Interactive Disassembler) by 

DataRescue is an extremely powerful 
disassembler that supports: 

 A variety of processor architectures :  IA-
32, IA-64 (Itanium), AMD64, and many 
others.  

 A variety of executable file formats, such 
as PE (Portable Executable, used in 
Windows), ELF (Executable and Linking 
Format, used in Linux), and even XBE, 
which is used on Microsoft’s Xbox. 

 IDA is capable of producing flowcharts 
for a given function. These are 
essentially logical graphs that show 
chunks of disassembled code and 
provide a visual representation of the 
program flow 
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Software RE 
 Software RE Process Model: 

 Reverse Engineering Tools  
 Debuggers 

 Debuggers exist primarily to assist software developers with locating and correcting errors 
in their programs, but they can also be used as powerful reversing tools. 

 The idea is that the debugger provides a disassembled view of the currently running 
function and allows the user to step through the disassembled code and see what the 
program does at every line. 

 Important Debugger Features: 
 Powerful Disassembler: View the code clearly, with cross-references that reveal 

which branch goes where and where a certain instruction is called from. 
 View of Registers and Memory: Provide a good visualization of the important CPU 

registers and of system memory.  
 Process Information: Most basic ones are a list of the currently loaded executable 

modules and the currently running threads 
 Software and Hardware Breakpoints:   

 Software breakpoints are instructions added into the program’s code by the 
debugger at runtime. These instructions make the processor pause program 
execution and transfer control to the debugger when they are reached during 
execution.  

 Hardware breakpoints are a special CPU feature that allow the processor to 
pause execution when a certain memory address is accessed, and transfer 
control to the debugger.  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 Debuggers - Example (OllyDbg) 
 OllyDbg includes a powerful 

disassembler. 
 Its code analyzer can identify loops, 

switch blocks, and other key code 
structures.  

 It shows parameter names for all 
known functions and APIs, and 
supports searching for cross-
references between code and data—
in all possible directions.  

 It supports a wide variety of views, 
including listing imports and exports in 
modules 

 It also includes a built-in assembling 
and patching engine 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 Decompilers 
 Decompilers attempt to produce a high-level language 

source-code-like representation from a program binary.  
 

 It is never possible to restore the original code in its 
exact form because the compilation process always 
removes some information from the program.  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 System Monitoring Tools 
 System-monitoring tools is a general category of 

software tools that observe the various channels of I/O 
that exist between applications and the operating 
system.  
 

 These are tools such as file access monitors that display 
every file operation (such as file creation, reading or 
writing to a file, and so on) made from every application 
on the system.  
 

 This is done by hooking certain low-level components in 
the operating system and monitoring any relevant calls 
made from applications. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Reverse Engineering Tools  

 System Monitoring Tools - Example 
(Process Explorer) 
 Process Explorer is like a turbo-

charged version of the built-in 
Windows Task Manager, and was 
actually designed to replace it. 

 
 Process Explorer can show 

processes, DLLs loaded within their 
address spaces, handles to objects 
within each process, detailed 
information on open network 
connections, CPU and memory usage 
graphs, and the list just goes on and 
on.  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Does not modify the overall architecture 
 Code Restructuring 
 Data Restructuring 

 Advantages 
 Improves productivity 
 Adhere to modern software engineering standards. 
 Frustration among software engineers reduced. 
 Maintenance efforts reduced. 
 Easier to test & debug. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Disadvantages/ problems 
 Loss of source code comments 
 Loss of documentation 
 Heavy computational demands 
 Will not help with poor modularization problems (e.g. related 

components widely dispersed throughout the source code) 
 The understandability of data driven programs may not be improved by 

restructuring  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Code Restructuring 
 The most common type of restructuring.  
 If modules were coded in a way that makes them difficult to understand, test 

and maintain. 
 To accomplish this activity 

 The source code is analyzed using a restructuring tool 
 Violations of structured programming constructs are noted.  
 Code then restructured manual or automatically. 
 The resultant restructured code is reviewed and tested.  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Code Restructuring 
 Source Code Translation 

 Involves converting the code from one language (or language version) to another 
 May be necessary because of  

 hardware platform updates 
 staff skill shortages 
 organizational policy changes 

 May only be realistic (e.g. cost and time effective) if an automatic translator is 
available 

 Manual fine tuning of new code is always required  
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Data Restructuring 
 “Data Analysis” must be done  

 Current data architecture is examined in 
detail and data models are defined. 

 Data objects and attributes identified, 
and existing data structures are reviewed 
for quality. 

 Data cleanup: 
 data records and values are analyzed to 

improve quality 
 duplicates removed 
 redundant information is deleted 
 consistent format applied to all records 
 normally does not require and program 

changes 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Data Restructuring 
 “Data Redesign” commences.  

 Clarifies data definitions to achieve consistency among data 
item names and physical record formats. 

 Data extension: 
 data and programs are reengineered to remove data processing 

limits (e.g. size or field widths) 
 data itself may need to rewritten to reflect program changes 

 “Data Name Rationalization” 
 Ensures all data naming conventions conform to local standard. 
 Data migration: 

 data is moved to modern database management system (DBMS) 
 data might be stored in separate files or an older DBMS 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Restructuring  

 Data Restructuring 
 Data Problems: 

 Data naming problems 
 names be hard to understand 
 heavy use of aliasing by programmers 

 Field length problems 
 different field lengths used for same data item in different 

programs 
 Record organization problems 

 different field orderings used by different programs 
 Hard-coded literals 
 No data dictionary 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Forward Engineering  

 Also called “renovation” or “reclamation” 
 Uses design information from existing 

software to alter the existing system in an 
effort to improve its overall quality. 

 Options for poorly designed source code: 
 Change necessary lines of source code 
 Understand bigger picture & use this to 

guide modifications 
 Redesign, recode, & test portions that need 

modification 
 Completely redesign, recode, and test 

system. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Forward Engineering  

 F.E. For Client/server architectures: 
 Distribution of resources. 
 Migrate application functionality to client. 
 New graphical user interface (GUI) 

interfaces are implemented at client. 
 Database functions are allocated at server. 
 Specialized functionality may remain at the 

server site. 
 New communications, security and control. 

requirement must be established at both the 
client & server. 

 Three layers of abstractions can be 
identified 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Forward Engineering  

 Three layers of abstractions can be 
identified: 

 Client Applications: 
Implement business functions that required 
by specific group of end-users 
 Business Rules: 

 Represents software at both the 
client and server.  

 Software performs control and 
coordination tasks to ensure the 
transactions between client and 
server. 

 Database: 
Manages transactions and queries from 
server applications. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 Forward Engineering  

 F.E. For Object-Oriented Architectures 
 Existing software is reverse engineered so 

that appropriate data, functional and 
behavioral models can be created. 

 Data models are used to establish the basis 
for the definition of classes. 

 Then class hierarchies, object relationship 
models are defined. 

 Forward Engineering User interfaces 
 Understand original interface & data. 
 Remodel behavior of old interface into 

abstractions in context of GUI. 
 Add improvements that make the mode of 

interaction more efficient. 
 Build and integrate new GUI. 
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Software RE 

 Software RE Process Model: 
 After Re-engineering … 
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Software RE 

 Economics of Reengineering: 
 Cost of maintenance = cost annual of 

operation and maintenance over 
application lifetime 

 Cost of reengineering = predicted 
return on investment reduced by cost 
of implementing changes and 
engineering risk factors 

 Cost benefit = Cost of reengineering - 
Cost of maintenance 
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